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SCHEDULE FOOTBALL 11
European Company Sport Games 2017
General provisions
Organisation:
Location:
Date:

vzw Hou ende Trou
Henri Story – Muilaardstraat 85, 9000 Gent
22.06.2017 – 23.06.2017

Attendance:

Presentation of players is required the latest 30 minutes before the start of
their first game.

Awards:

The 3 best teams will receive medals and diplomas.

Technical provisions
Rules:

The competition is in accordance with the regulations of International
Football Federation and the regulations mentioned in this document.

A team consists of up to 16 players. The yellow card means suspension for 10 minutes, red or 2
yellow cards means suspension to the end of the match. Substitutes can be
change randomly during the game. The goalkeeper may be replaced when
play is interrupted.
Requierements:
Teams need to bring 2 sorts of play shirts (preferably numbered)
and their own ball to warm-up. Games will be played at artificial gras,
so wear appropriate footwear. Shin pads must be worn.
Conditions of participation:
Properly registred teams in the term, including payment
of invoices.
Class division:
Men “Open Class” for all ages.
Game model:
Each match consists of 2 x 20min.
First Round
The teams are ranked on points, so the team with the most points is n°1
and the next-best team is n°2 etc.
If 2 teams are tied, the games they have played together decide the
result.
If the teams are still tied, the team with the biggest difference between
goals scored and the goals against, is the winner. Then the goals scored
counts, at last the goals against.
Placement games - Finales
When the game results after 2 x 20 min. on a draw, penaltys shall be
taken. Five at first, if no winner , then each team takes another penalty the first team that don't score and the other team can score , then the
scoring team is the winner.
Results:
Objections:

Results will be hang out on the sports venue. Also each evening all
results will be published in the Meeting Center.
Teams can submit a protest against the game or decision in 30 minutes
after the game and are obligated for a deposit of 20 EUR, which in case
of compliance of your objection will be returned. Potential protest will
be addressed to organisers and ECSG sport manager.
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Special arrangements:
Each participant travels and attends at his own risk. Organiser
provides first aid only. It is recommended to carry your insurance card
with you at all time.
The organiser reserves the right to modify or change the schedule if
necessary.
Presentation of all teams according the time schedule is required! If a
team is not present in place 10 minutes before start, it loses by forfait
3:0 with no exceptions.

